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Asking and giving the timeAsking and giving the timeAsking and giving the timeAsking and giving the time    
េម៉ងប៉ុនម នេហើ យ /maoŋ ponmaan haǩy/  What time is it? 

េម៉ង _____   /maoŋ _____/     _______ o'clock 

េម៉ង _____ គត ់ /maoŋ _____  kƴǩt/  Exactly _____ o'clock 
េម៉ង _____ ______ នទ ី /maoŋ _____  ______ niǩtii/   ______ o'clock _____ minutes 
ខ វះ _____ នទ ីេម៉ង ______  / kȹwaȹ _____ niǩtii maoŋ ____ /  ____ minutes to _____ 
 
Asking about duration of timeAsking about duration of timeAsking about duration of timeAsking about duration of time    
ប៉ុនម នេម៉ង /ponmaan maoŋ/  How many hours? 
_____ េម៉ង /_____ maoŋ/  _______ hours 
 
Time divisions in a dayTime divisions in a dayTime divisions in a dayTime divisions in a day    
រពលឹម  /prǤlǸm/   dawn 
រពឹក  /prǸk/  morning 
រេសៀល  /rǤsiǩl/   early afternoon 
លង ច  /lŋiǩc/  early evening 
រពលប ់ /prǤlup/  dusk 
ៃថងរតង ់ /tȹŋay trǡŋ/   noon 
យប ់ /yup/   night 
េពល  /peel/  time (abstract); used preceding above terms to indicate time of day 
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Relative Past, Future and "Regularity" ParticlesRelative Past, Future and "Regularity" ParticlesRelative Past, Future and "Regularity" ParticlesRelative Past, Future and "Regularity" Particles    
ពីមសលិមិញ  /pii msǩl mǸȂ/  yesterday 
ៃថងែសអក  /tȹŋay sȤaek/   tomorrow 
រលៃ់ថង  /roǩl tȹŋay/   every day 
 
Days of the WeekDays of the WeekDays of the WeekDays of the Week    
ៃថងចនទ  /tȹŋay can/  Monday 
ៃថងអងគ រ /tȹŋay Ȥǡŋkiǩ/   Tuesday 
ៃថងពធុ /tȹŋay put/   Wednesday 
ៃថងរពសបតY  /tȹŋay prǤhoǩȹ/   Thursday 
ៃថងសរុក  /tȹŋay sok/   Friday 
ៃថងេសរ ៍ /tȹŋay saw/   Saturday 
ៃថងអទតិយ  /tȹŋay ȤaatǸt/   Sunday 
 
Large Units of timeLarge Units of timeLarge Units of timeLarge Units of time    
ៃថង /tȹŋay/   day 
អទតិយ /ȤaatǸt/   week 
ែខ /kȹae/  month 
ឆន  ំ /cȹnam/   year 
េនះ / េនះ  /niȹ/  /  /nuȹ/    this / that (follows any of the above time units) 
 
Questions and Answers about AspectQuestions and Answers about AspectQuestions and Answers about AspectQuestions and Answers about Aspect    
េហើ យរេឺន  /haǩy rǸǸ nǸw/  Question form asking "Already, or not yet?" 
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េន  /nǸw/  not yet 
េហើ យ or េហើ យៗ  /haǩy/  or  /haǩy haǩy/   already 
 
Past and Regularity ParticlesPast and Regularity ParticlesPast and Regularity ParticlesPast and Regularity Particles    
តមធមមត  /taam tȹǤmǩdaa/   usually 
ធល ប ់ /tȹloǩp/  to have done habitually, to be used to 
ែដល  /dael/   to have ever 
មិន or អតែ់ដល  /mǸn/ or /Ȥǡt dael/  to have never 
 
 
 
    
    
    
    


